[Chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy: diagnostic strategy. Guidelines of the French CIDP study group].
Chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy (CIDP) comprises a group of dysimmune neuropathies easily diagnosed in more than half of the patients. Diagnosis is based on clinical, electrophysiological and biological clues. In some patients, diagnosis is unclear because of the debated value of the available clues. In such circumstances, dysimmune neuropathies may not be diagnosed, leading to insufficient treatment. This is an important category of patients because immunomodulatory drugs have proven efficacy. The CIDP spectrum includes a relatively wide range of diseases. Besides the easily recognized classic forms, there are many clinical variants, sometimes with a paucisymptomatic presentation leading to uncertain diagnosis. The French CIDP study group has established guidelines for diagnostic strategy in CIDP patients. The first part of this paper is devoted to the clinical aspects of the disease, classical forms and variants. In the second part, the results of electrophysiological studies are reported. In a third chapter, complementary examinations useful for diagnosis are discussed. The fourth chapter deals with the diagnostic strategy, discussed in relation to the different situations which may be encountered in clinical practice. details the technical modalities of appropriate electrophysiological studies and presents normal results together with those indicating demyelinating neuropathy. Nerve biopsy technique and results are given in appendix II.